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Preface

This document describes the cross checking procedure of the dutch VHF contestrobot

When uploading the log, each participant receives an administrative feedback including a map showing
the QSO’s. Based on this feedback, the participant can correct the log and upload it again until the final
submission date. The crosscheck procedure run is carried out after the deadline.

The quality of the cross check procedure is highly dependent on the number of counter logs. The 
counterlogs are the logs of other participants or stations that have submitted the log as a checklog. 
International coordination is important to also get counterlogs from abroad. It is the task of the VHF 
contest manager to collect as many logs as possible
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Checks when uploading

The contest robot supports both VHFREG1 EDI and ADIF files. The VHFREG1 format only applies to
all cw / ssb contests. The ADIF format only applies to the DIGI activity contest.

Participant selects contest, band, section, pcall in upload menu.

VHFREG1

Pcall: check from form
PWWLo: check values
Spowe: only number allowed. Obligated when not Checklog
Sante: obligated when not Checklog
Tdate: This must match for the contest selected
CtoSc: Thus must match the contestrobot logical calculation.

QSOrecords:

Date must be logical
Time must be logical
Mode_code: Only values from VHF handbook
RST_sent: check values. Must me numbers or letters like 59s, 59a or R27 etc. See VHF Handbook
QSO_number_sent: check values. Must be numbers
RST_received: check values. Must me numbers or letters like 59s of 59a. See VHF Handbook
QSO_number_received: check values. Must be number
Received_WWL: Max Six chars.  Pos 1,2 letters, Pos 3,4 number, Pos 5,6 letters.
Received_exchange: No check
QSO_Points: Only numbers
New_Exchange: Only values VHF Handbook allowed or empty
New_WWL:  Only values VHF Handbook allowed or empty
New_DXCC:  Only values VHF Handbook allowed or empty
Duplicate_QSO:  Only values VHF Handbook allowed or empty 

Crosscheck Procedure
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For each contest id a run is performed in which the following control procedures are performed.

Merge participants and checklogs to table. Participant logs prevail.
Identify ‘PClub=’ tag for the distribution of competition points.

Generate short callsign

Update short callsign field by removing /P, /A, /M, /MM
Field is used as second callsign check.

Check if counter log of the received station is available

Procedure xlog
Check whether there is a counter log for the received callsign and mark this in the QSO record.

Result Description

xlog+ There is a counterlog

xlog- There is no counterlog

Check pcall in counter-log

Procedure: xcall
The procedure only applies when a log of the counter station is present. The callsign (pcall) of the 
station that the QSO claims must appear in the log of the opposing station. There must be an exact 
match of the received callsign, except for the previously mentioned /p and so on callsign additions.

Result Description

xcall+ When xlog+ then: The station callsign (pcall) is in the counterlog

xcall- When xlog+ then: The station callsign (pcall) is not in the counterlog -> reject

Check received callsign from other logs

Procedure: acall
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This procedure only applies if no log of the counter station is available. This is the ‘xlog-’ situation. 
Check that the received callsign is correct based on the received locator. 
Based on the logs, a temporary database is built with all locator and callsign combinations that are 
correct with great certainty. If the received callsign differs by a number of characters from the callsign 
in the database, the received callsign is not correct. In all other cases, the callsign has been received 
correctly.

Result Description

acall- When xlog- then: The received callsign is not correct -> reject

Check received locator from log

  
Procedure xloc
If a log from the counter-station is available, the received locator must match the locator in that 
counter-log

Result Description

xloc+ Wanneer xlog+ dan: De locator komt overeen met tegenlog

xloc- Wanneer xlog+ dan: De locator komt niet overeen met tegenlog -> reject

Check received locator from other logs

Procedure aloc
For this procedure, a temporary database is built from all available logs. This database contains all 
callsign and locator combinations that are correct with great certainty. Also added the start and end date
to deal with rover stations.
It is important not to involve external information sources because contest stations are usually not 
active from the 'normal' locator.

Result Description

aloc+ Wanneer xlog- dan: De locator is juist obv andere logs

aloc- Wanneer xlog- dan: De locator is niet juist obv andere logs -> reject
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Check received locator (logical check)

Procedure: bloc
The basis for this check is a country prefix and locator database. The locator received must match the 
prefix. There is provision for dealing with / MM etc stations.

Result Description

bloc+ Het locatorvak past bij de prefix

bloc- Het locatorvak is logisch niet juist obv prefix -> reject

Check Duplicate 

Procedure: dup
Identify duplicate QSO’s. Initiate one out of several qso’s attempts. 

Result Description

dup+ When xcall+. Multiple qso attempts have been logged with the same station

Check Uniques

 
Procedure: uniq
This procedure only applies to DIGIACTIVI

Result Description

uniq+ The counter station also appears in other logs

uniq- The station only appears once in all received logs. -> reject

Check Received RST

Procedure: rstr
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Result Description

rstr+ When xlog+ and xcall+ then: Het signalreport corresponds

rstr- When xlog+ and xcall+ then: Het signalreport does not match -> reject

At the VHF day 2019 meeting it was agreed to only check the first two digits of the RST report 
regardless of mode_code 1,2,3,4. For example, when 599 is logged, only 59 is involved in the 
procedure.
The reason is that the mode is often switched during a QSO. This is not always shown correctly in the 
logging software. It is not clear in which mode the QSO took place.

Check Received Serial Number

Procedure excr
Sequence numbers must match exactly. Leading zeros are disregarded.
This procedure does not apply to ACTIVEIT and DIGIACTIVI.

Result Description

excr+ When xlog+ and xcall+ then: The serial number corresponds

excr- When xlog+ and xcall+ then: The serial number does not match -> reject

Check Received RST + Serial Number in case of Dupe

Procedure: rstrexcr
This procedure depends on the DUP procedure.

Result Description

rstrexcr+ When xcall+ and dup+ then: One of the dupe qso’s match. -> OK.'

rstrexcr-' When xcall+ and dup+ then: None of the dupe qso’s match -> reject
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Check Contest Time

Procedure: time

Result Description

time- The QSO took place outside the duration of the contest → reject

Manual override

Procedure: man
After a trial run, the contest manager can still decide to approve or reject a qso.

Result Description

man+ Override robot. QSO approved. 

man- Override robot. QSO is rejected

Result

When a procedure contains the result '-' the qso is rejected. The outcome of the 'log' procedure is not 
taken into account.
All other qsos are accepted.
Recalculate the qso points between the two stations. In case of a rejected QSO, the QSO point are is 0.
Recalculate the best DX based on the accepted QSOs.
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